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 Math has lots of symbols, and all of them (well, most of them) have names. This (+) we 

call a plus sign, this (−) a minus sign; this (×) a multiply sign, and this (÷) a divide sign. 

But this (/), a slash, is also a divide sign when we use it as a fraction bar (e.g.  
2
/3) as is 

also the minus sign when it’s used as a fraction bar. So this (/) is a divide, and this (÷) is a divide, 

and this (−) is a divide when so used. Are there any others? 

 Yes, there is one more symbol that also means divide and it has fallen through the cracks. 

This symbol we use all the time and it is, in fact, the only symbol that , not only means divide, 

but actually enables us to execute a divide paradigm to discover the answer, which none of the 

other divide symbols do. And that symbol is: 

     ________ 

     | 

 

 When I said this symbol has “fallen through the cracks,” I meant that it has no name; we 

don’t call it anything.  We could call it the paradigm divide symbol but that would be a mouthful.  

Or we could call it the divide symbol, but how would we know which divide symbol was meant? 

Maybe the divide symbol means this (/) or this (÷) or this (−). 

Our paradigm divide symbol deserves its own name (other than paradigm divide symbol) 

if for no other reason that when I tutor my granddaughter over the phone and say, “Now, sweetie, 

draw a ______” I’ll know how to fill in that blank. I don’t want to say, “Draw the divide symbol 

that has a vertical line and a horizontal line.” 

Okay, so there’s the challenge: contrive a name for that symbol.  

Have I come up with anything? Actually, I have. I invented it myself. And how did I 

arrive at my contrived word? I looked to see if it looks like anything else in math-speak, and it 

does. It has a strong resemblance to this symbol: 

 

       ______ 

    √ 

 

This symbol ― as you know if you’ve been around math-speak at all ― is called a 

radical and is used to determine the root (e.g. square root) of a number. Well, our paradigm 

divide symbol looks like that but with one tweek. And so, I will plagiarize its name, tweek it a 

bit, and call our paradigm divided symbol a 

 

    divical 

 

There. That’s it. Isn’t that a great word?  Now I can say to my granddaughter, “Draw a 

divical,” and she knows what I mean though no one else in the world does ― well, now you too. 


